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HKIMT-AGM 2012
This year’s AGM was held on the 24th April, 2012
at the Harbour Club of the Hong Kong Marine
Department.
Besides the normal agenda, there was a prize
presentation award for the best final year project where
3 mechanical engineering students from the Hong
Kong Polytechnic University had received the award
presented by the chairman Ir. K. F. Tang.

Presentation of membership certificate to HKIMT new
member Mr. Zhang Chun by HKIMT chairman Ir. K. F. Tang.

Basically, the General Council and the Hon. Secretary,
Hon. Assistant Secretary and Hon. Treasurer continue
to serve the council of HKIMT for the coming year.

Immediately after the AGM, the 161st General Council
meeting was held that the chairman, vice-chairman
and chairman of sub-committees were elected
accordingly.

The chairman expressed that recruiting new blood has
always been our prime objective and hence membership
drive would be one of the most important tasks for the
coming year.

Ir. Tang Kai Fun

Seminar on ‘Mediation’

Another big task ahead is to enhance the status of
HKIMT to the public. The chairman urged all council
members to work towards these goals and hopefully
with remarkable achievement.

On the 26th April, 2012, a joint seminar on the subject
of ‘Mediation’ was arranged by HKJB/HKIMT/HKIEMMNC and was held at the Hong Kong Polytechnic
University. The speaker, Ms. Ming Rosita Lui from
Hong Kong Mediation Centre, first gave us the
concepts of alternative dispute resolution, then followed
by explaining ‘Mediation and Developments in Hong
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On the other hands, some situation will be suitable by
using ‘Mediation’ such as there is a need for setting a
precedent or clarifying a pure legal question or desire
for public validation or induction or issues involving
public policy and interests.
After the talk by Rosita, she arranged her team members
to demonstrate a typical procedure on Mediation and
mediator’s role and skills.
In summary, a skilled and competent mediator serves
more than problem solving role, he/she needs to deploy
different skills at different stages to facilitate parties to
define their issues and to explore solutions for settlement.

Presentation by Ms. Ming Rosita Lui from Hong Kong
Mediation Centre.

Kong’ plus other related subjects on Mediation. She
stressed that conflict could be considered as a behavior
in our daily life. Hence, if there is conflict, it has to
be resolved as soon as possible. Otherwise, conflicts
would be intensified and this would lead to disputes.

Ir Tang Kai Fun

Student career talk at IVE (Tsing Yi)

She said that by using mediation, the following benefits
can be achieved:
– voluntary in nature
– confidentiality
– creative solutions possible
– save time and costs
– restore relationship

One of the on-going tasks of our learned society is to
promote our profession and conduct career talks to the
youngsters at various levels.
Another student career talk jointly organized by HKJB/
HKIMT was held on 3rd May, 2012 at the IVE (Tsing
Yi) starting from 4:30pm till 6:30pm for students of
HD in Mechanical Engineering (Transport Technology
Stream).
It was pleased to see active participation of the students
and the lecture theatre was fully occupied. More than
100 students attended the talk and it was interested to
see that some female students indicated keen interest of
the marine profession.
The first talk was presented by Captain Marso Law.
He stated that right now all over the world, marine
related activities are short of manpower and that the
remuneration is quite attractive. It will only take about
5 to 6 years for one to become a First Class Engineer or
First Class Deck Officer.

Team members from Hong Kong Mediation Centre
demonstrating a typical procedure on mediation and
mediator’s role and skills.
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After his presentation 3 past graduates of IVE
shared their views and experience about their sea life
and explained their duties onboard the vessels they
served.
The second speaker was from Marine Department,
HKSAR, Mr. Roger C.K. Lee. He is the examiner of
engineers. He explained to students the career path to
become a Certificated Marine Engineer Officers, and
Seafarers Certification System (for Engineer Cadets).
Mr. Lee said that right now there are about 50,000
vessels moving around the world and about 1200
new ships were constructed in year 2011. In view of
the continuing activities in the maritime business,
students have no need to worry about their employment
opportunity in the maritime field and encouraged them
to join the marine engineering discipline.

Mr. Roger Lee from MD gave his talk on career path to
become marine engineer.

After the talk, students continued to talk to the speakers
as well as to some committee members of HKJB/
HKIMT. They enquired a lot about the sea-going life
onboard ship.
Ir. Tang Kai Fun

Supporting Event
Being one of the sister learned societies in HK
with good relationship and to show our support,
twelve members of the HKJB/HKIMT joined the
HKIE-MMNC 33rd AGM and Annual Dinner on 4th
May, 2012 at Hoi Yat Heen, North Point. The VIP
guest for this event was Mr. Francis Liu, the Director
of Marine. He gave a speech on the importance of
integrity.

Captain Marso Law was giving his sea life experience.

Both the Chairman and the incoming Chairman
of the HKIE-MMNC division are also committee
members of HKJB/HKIMT and we trust that
much closer relationship in co-operation between
HKJB/HKIMT and HKIE-MMNC division will
continue especially on issues relating to marine
matters as well as other activities and aspects of mutual
interest.
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It was really a relaxing and enjoyable evening with
live-band performing some golden oldie together with
the singing performance by various VIP guests.
Ir. Tang Kai Fun

Dragon Boat Race at GD
on 9th June, 2012
To celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival, an annual
traditional function on dragon boat race was organized
by the Marine Department of the HKSAR at the
Government Dockyard on 9th June, 2012.

Group photo of HKJB/HKIMT paddlers.

organizations including the tertiary education, learned
societies, pilot association and marine operators etc.
HKJB, HKIMT, HKIE-MMNC Division, IMechE(HK
Branch) and ASME(HK Chapter) were among those
participated this event. Some training and practicing
sessions were arranged at the beautiful bay at Sai Kung
several weeks before the race to ensure that our team
members are familiar with the rowing skill and team
cooperation technique.

The teams participated in the boat races were mainly
from government departments plus other marine related

This year, the HKJB joined with HKIMT and ASME
to form a team for competing the Learned Society
Cup. With the great rowing effort of the team members
together with those cheering and supporting voices,
we had achieved a very colourful and unexpected
result this year. The HKJB/HKIMT got the first
runner-up which our team had never got such a good
position before. After the races, we were invited by the
Marine Police Forces to their office in the Dockyard
for a light snacks and drinks, then we had a nice
buffet meal together with members from other learned
societies at the Hoi Hong Lau within the Government
Dockyard. It was really a nice and cheerful yearly
function.

HKJB/HKIMT dragon boat was moving hard.

Ir. Tang Kai Fun
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Seminar on “ Calibration of Micrometers
up to 1000mm”
Dr. Francis Wong from Standard & Calibration
Laboratory of the Government of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region gave the above technical
and knowledgeable talk to about 30 members from
HKJB/HKIMT and HKIE-MMNC at HKIE seminar
room on 22nd June, 2012.
Dr. Wong stated that Micrometers are important
instruments for measurement of external sizes of
physical objects, parts and components. Calibration
of a micrometer includes checking the accuracy of
the micrometer screw and its setting rods, geometrical
parameters of the measuring faces and measuring force
against the reference standards. Besides, the fixed anvil
micrometers and adjustable anvil micrometers are also
available for appropriate measures. The measuring
parameters such as the uncertainty, the degree of freedom,
the confident level as well as the coverage factor for
different measuring components are all important factors
to confirm the accuracy of the calibration.

Presentation of souvenir to Dr. Francis Wong by
vice-chairman Ir. Albert Lo of HKIMT.

‘Sea’ your future – ‘Continue”
In the last issue, we talked about how to find a career in
a marine field or in the marine related fields. How about
marine engineers? Marine engineers usually involve
in the design, construction, installation, operation,
maintenance and repair of all equipment and machinery
including the main propulsion system of ships, boats
and offshore installations.

Such a technical talk was very useful to engineers to
enhance their knowledge on the calibration subject.

Sometimes, marine engineers also work on offshore
installation or in power stations. The skill of staff
management is also important for marine engineers
because they have to manage a group of technicians
onboard ship.

Ir. Tang Kai Fun

Marine engineers are responsible for the smooth
operation of machinery and main engines. They have to
upkeep themselves to cope with the new technological
development of engines and machinery systems Those
working at the responsible positions, such as Chartered
Engineers, are required to guide the young engineers
and lead them for getting their professional experience
and qualifications. Engineers at all level have to
abide all safety requirements, the law for safety and
environmental protection as well the professional ethics.

Dr. Francis Wong gave his talk on Calibration of Micrometers.
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IMO’s 90th Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC 90)
Summary of high profile items

Marine engineers also work on engines and auxiliary
equipment in the boatbuilding and shipbuilding industries.
For those working onboard ships, they may be employed
to serve on cargo ships, container vessels, tankers, gas
carriers, bulk carriers or passenger liners. Should they
want to find a shore job after they obtain sufficient
sea-going experience and qualifications, they can also
participate in other type of engineering disciplines, such
as mechanical engineering, electrical and electronic
engineering and building services, etc. Most shipping
companies and ship management companies employ
marine engineers as their superintendent engineers or
site supervisors. Classification societies also employ
marine engineers or naval architects as their surveyors.
Marine Engineering is a versatile engineering discipline
which can match with quite a number of maritime or nonmaritime activities ashore.

The 90th session of the IMO Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC) was held from 16 to 25 May 2012,
at the IMO headquarters in London. This briefing
summarises subjects discussed at the meeting which
were relevant to our industry.
MSC 90 adopted various amendments to mandatory
instruments, which will generally enter into force on
1 January 2014, and unless specifically indicated, and
applicable to passenger ships (regardless of tonnage)
and non-passenger ships of 500 gross ton or above
engaged on international voyages.
Notable amendments include:

In other countries with navy, some marine engineers
have the chance to work in naval vessels such as aircraft
carriers and destroyers. Some work in submarines.
Of course, some of these options are not available for
women in certain countries.

• either onboard stability computers or shore-based
support to provide guidance to the master after a
flooding incident;
• clarification of discharge time in arranging fixed gas fire
fighting systems for vehicle spaces and ro-ro spaces;

As for marine surveyors, they are concerned with
vessels – they look at their structure and design and
may also be involved in the valuation of vessels for
insurance or sale purposes.

• a number of options for fixed high expansion foam
fire extinguishing systems, and fixed low-expansion
foam fire extinguishing systems;
• change in provision of information on dangerous goods;

In the next issue, we continue to talk about what skills and
personal qualities that a Marine Engineer should process.

• simulated launch will be permitted during all drills
involving free-fall lifeboats;

Ir. Tang Kai Fun

• blending of bulk liquid cargoes and carrying out
production process during sea voyages will be
prohibited;
• require annual testing of Satellite EPIRBs on all
High Speed Craft complying with IMO’s High
Speed Craft Code;
Development of Goal Based Standards (GBS) were
continued, including both prescriptive approach and
safety level approach. MSC 90 was updated on IACS
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harmonized Common Structure Rules intending to
meet GBS requirements. For safety level approach,
initial definitions of a safety level and the safety level
approach were developed in principle, for further
discussions at MSC 91.

• MSC 90 rejected some proposed amendments to
SOLAS V/22 on bridge visibility. This opens the
door for a challenge to the common existing practice
of loading containers above the line of sight, known
as castle stowage. This could have a major impact
on the position of the accommodation block and
bridge in new ship design.

Piracy is still a major concern. There was a ministerial
level policy debate on day one, and was followed by
extensive technical discussions. Different national
firearm legislation made consensus very difficult, but
various forms of guidance were issued relating to the
carriage and actions of armed guards. MSC 90 decided
that each flag should decide whether armed guards
require extra safety equipment or whether there can
be an exemption. MSC 90 decided that ISO should
develop standards for the companies which provide
armed guards, based on IMO’s guidance.

The Hon. Sec. attended MSC 90 and a presentation in
more details will be arranged in the near future.
(submitted by the Hon. Sec.)

Obituary
The HKJB regrets to
inform our members and
the marine industry in
Hong Kong of Mr. Wong
Sack Hong's departure on
6th June 2012, aged 79.
He was a long standing
and proud member of the
RINA and had maintained
his membership even after his retirement from
the Hong Kong Marine Department nearly 20
years ago. He had served the marine industry
in Hong Kong both in the private and public
sectors during his professional career and had
since carried on to immersing himself actively in
volunteer work, contributing in many areas such
as housing issues, fire fighting safety promotion
and film censorship . He is survived by his wife,
two children and six grandchildren. For the
contact of Mr. Wong's family, please contact the
Hon. Sec. or Assistant Hon. Sec. of HKJB.

The topic on passenger ship safety was added at short
notice as a direct consequence of January’s Costa
Concordia incident. IMO wants to be seen to be taking
swift action, although the scope for changes is limited
because the Italian Administration’s investigation is still
in progress. Italy presented some preliminary findings.
IMO agreed to look only at operational measures now,
and not to consider structural or equipment issues until
the full Costa Concordia report is available. MSC 90
issued a circular encouraging a voluntary industry
review and developed an action plan which suggests
topics that could be taken forward over the longer term.
Other noteworthy items include:
• circular was approved to urge voluntary early
implementation of some draft IMSBC Code
amendments which are intended to prevent
liquefaction of bulk cargoes while at sea.
• MSC 90 approved a new mandatory code which
limits onboard noise levels in the interests of
seafarer health and safety, for adoption at MSC 91.
It will apply to new ships over 1600gt and will have
significant design implications for positioning of
equipment and soundproofing.
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Notice

July 2012
• Attend GSNAME AGM/Dinner on 5 July 2012

In order to have a better communication channel
with members of HKJB and HKIMT, would
members of HKJB and HKIMT please send
your email address to our Hon. secretary of the
following email addresses:

August 2012
• Visit of IMarEST Executive Mr. David Loosley on
20 Aug. 2012
• Technical Meeting – Report of MSC-90

For members of HKJB:
ben.lau@lr.org
		 Attn: Mr. Ben Lau
For members of HKIMT:

September 2012
• Technical Seminar on Practical Aspect of Ballast
Water Management

ksfung@vtc.edu.hk
Attn: Dr. K. S. Fung

November 2012
• HKJB/HKIMT Joint Annual Ball on 16 Nov. 2012

– THANK YOU –

HKIMT Council 2011/12,
Office Bearers

HK Joint Branch Committee 2012,
Office Bearers

		

Phone no.

Fax no.

TANG Kwong Fai
Chairman

2852 3089

Albert W.S. LO
Vice-chairman
FUNG K.S., Dr
Hon Secretary
CHUEN C.W., Dr.
Asst Hon Secretary
HUI K.
Hon Treasurer

6282 3255
9033 5856
2687 5115
6404 8613

Phone no.

Fax no.

2543 0805

		
CHENG Y.M.
Chairman

9093 7616

2542 4841

2887 8205

CHAN M.Y.
Vice-chairman

6442 1205

2854 9416

2687 5057

LAU Y.W. Ben
Hon Secretary

9866 3315

2845 2616

2687 5057

LUI K.L. Stanley
Asst Hon Secretary

9159 8068

2545 0556

3857 1936

TANG K.F.
Hon Treasurer

9729 8828

2543 0805

All correspondence should be addressed to the Hon Secretary, Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA and IMarEST, G.P.O.
Box 2516, Central, Hong Kong. All matters pertaining to MARINA should be addressed to the above contact address.
The views expressed in this Newsletter are not necessary those of the Hong Kong Institute of Marine
Technology or the Hong Kong Joint Branch of RINA &IMarEST. The Joint Editorial Committee of both
institutes cannot accept the responsibility for the accuracy of information received by them in good faith
and published in the MARINA.
The Committee expresses its thanks to those organizations who place their advertisements in MARINA in
supporting its communication role for the interest of the maritime professionals. Details on advertisement fees
are obtainable from the Hon Secretary.
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